
Hospitality Furniture



Folding Tables

Need a place to store your tables?
These caddies store rectangle tables
and round folding tables.
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Perfect for when the occasional
need for an extra table pops up,
these resin multipurpose tables
are both lightweight and durably
constructed with a sleek design.
The tables legs can be folded
down for easy storage. Ideal for
both indoor or outdoor use with
its powder coated tubular frame
and 45mm thick top.

Core-A-Gator Folding Tables

Core-A-Gator is everything a
folding table should be: rugged,
strong yet lightweight, thanks to
its unique corrugated center and
extruded aluminum frame. The
patented leg-locking
mechanism and available
storage trucks make for quick
set-up and tear-down, too.

Stacking Chairs
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Folding tables are strengthened
by a steel support apron while
patented Safe Edge helps hands
and fingers avoid cuts and
scratches. When the table is not in
use, a spring clip locks table legs
in a folded position and the corner
supports give the top surface
added protection while stacking.

Available in many sizes and four
different colour laminate options. 

Classic Series Stacking Chair 8900 Series Stacking Chair

This iconic, original stacking chair is time
tested, highly durable and stacks 8 high.
Available in a range of colors and sizes. 

This Upholstered Stack Chair is available in a spectrum of
styles and colors and offers long-lasting performance.



Folding Chairs

Heavy Duty
Chair Truck

Designed to
hold stack
chairs for easy
movement to
and from
event site
Heavy duty
large wheels
for easy rolling
and steering
Pneumatic
wheels

Chair
Caddy
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*built-in ganging connectors

Chair Truck/Storage Cart

Whiteboard Easel

Roll Away Acrylic Barrier
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Need a place to map out your ideas while
brainstorming? Or a place to explain a thought? These
dry erase whiteboard easels are perfect for this. Write,
erase and write again!

Also, you can also post notes with magnets on the
writing surface. 



Retractable Crowd Control

Risers
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Rise to the occasion! These straight carpeted risers are a reliable and affordable choice for performances and events. 

Portable barrier diverts traffic where you need it! Black posts or wall mounted. 

Stages
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Many sizes, styles, accessories, and options available!



T: 800.665.9378

E: info@accentenvironments.com

W: accentenvironments.com

Head Office
211 2nd Avenue North

Stonewall, MB, R0C 2Z0

Think of us first for: Dining | Soft Seating | Training Tables | Lecterns | Stools | Guest Seating | Mobile Lunchroom Tables


